LOW VACUUM MOBILE UNITS

Mobi-Flex© mobile extractor
Effex

Low vacuum
• Profitable investment

Dust and gases

Mobi-Flex© is a mobile extractor with “no maintenance” replacement cartridge
filters for mechanical cleaning of welding fumes and light grinding dust.
The perfect solution for removing welding smoke and light dust.
Replacable cartridge: The machine has the capacity to handle large amounts
of dust, which is filtered in a two-stage process. The filters do not need to be
washed, but when full are simply removed and a replacement filter inserted in a
couple of minutes.

effex
Flexible: Mobi-Flex© is robust with wheels and handles for effortless transportation. Add the Flexi© extraction arm (see
separate data sheet), and you have a versatile and flexible filtration unit that can be moved between different work stations.
Profitable investment: Reglo extractors reduce the amount of dust in the air. Less dust will mean less wear on the machinery,
less cleaning in the workshop and the office, better lightning (no dirty lamps), clean material handling (washing baths in the
paintshop will last longer), higher working speed and less sickness absence.
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PORTABLE HIGH VACUUM UNITS

Mobi-Flex© cartridge filter
Effex

				
Art.no.

Mobile filter Mobi-Flex© cartridge filter

752291

Mobil mecanical filter for welding fumes, grinding dust etc. a compact
and flexible unit made of powder painted steel sheet. Fan 0.75 kW,
230V, 1 phase, 2100 m³/h freeblowing, 1200 m³/h through the

hood. Prefilter of aluminium. Cartridge fine filter which separates
more than 99%. Active filter surface på 14 m². A flange for the

extraction arm is built-in. Delivered complete with cable and plug.
Carbon filter holder for Mobi-Flex©

752294

Replacement filter cartridge >99%, 14m² (2x7m²).

752296

752295

Activated carbon (10 pcs.)

The Mobi-Flex© filter offers both high volume extraction, and a high degree of filtration, up to 99,9% efficiency.

We reserve the right to make changes.
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